Financial And Technical Support

We design and manage grant programs for activities of both for-profit and not-for-profit organisations that would contribute to the development in our Region.

Financial Support

We accept applications for our grant programs that are announced periodically through Call for Proposals instrument where projects are subjected to a multi-step evaluation process. We provide non-repayable grants for projects that successfully pass through the evaluation, and monitor funded projects on spot during and after their implementation as well as conduct performance assessment.

With Financial Support for Direct-Action instrument we support activities such as feasibility studies and researches that would lead to strategic endeavours and big-scale investment decisions.

We provide Guided Project Support for critical big-budget projects scope and terms of which are determined with the guidance of the Agency.

Technical Support

Through our Technical Support Programs we provide support for institutional level capacity building activities of not-for-profit organizations in the Region such as training and consultation programs.

Strategic Analyses

We carry out planning activities at the regional level such as making regional plans periodically through a participatory process as well as future projections determining goals in line with our Region’s development axes. We also prepare strategic analyses and reports on prominent sectors and critical goods/products of the Region.

Investment Support and Promotion

We promote our Region focusing on its investment climate both nationally and internationally, organize events to introduce the Region’s prominent sectors and critical goods/products to wider audience.

Through our Investment Support Offices we provide free-of-charge consultation and guidance to companies located in our Region and to investors willing to invest in our Region, such as:

- Technical support at bureaucratic proceedings
- Investment feasibility study, market/product analysis and research
- One-to-one assistance with all the state incentives in investments
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Organisational Structure

The Agency has a structure that allows balanced representation of Kastamonu, Çankırı and Sinop provinces, i.e. TR82 Region.

Desisive Organ: Executive Board

Our Executive Board is the decisive organ that consists of central and local administration representatives; governors, mayors, presidents of provincial general assembly, chairmen of chambers of commerce and industry of Kastamonu, Çankırı and Sinop. The Board directs the Agency’s activities considering the needs and priorities of the Region.

Advisory Body: Development Council

Our Development Council is a 100-member advisory body established by Cabinet Decision that consists of representatives of public sector, local administrations and civil society. The Council gathers semi-annually and submits its advisory decisions to the Executive Board.

Executive Organ: Secretariat General

Our activities are conducted by the staff of the Secretariat-General – by its 5 units and Investment Support Offices - who possess expertise in their work-fields and skills in demand both nationally and internationally.

What we do

- Designing Grant Programs
- Facilitation and Administration of Investment Incentives
- National and International Collaborations
- TR82 Region Promotion
- Planning and Programming
- Monitoring and Evaluation
- Promoting TR82 Investment Climate
- Investment Consultancy
- Increasing Regional Access to Funds of EU and Other Sources
- Regional Plan and Strategic Analyses